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analyzed. Interestingly enough, evidence suggests that predictions of our model accord
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Introduction

Decentralization has some obvious advantages in terms of accountability,
information and the idea of a government closer to the people is usually
regarded as desirable. But decentralization also brings with it the ¯scal
externality problem. Fiscal externality arises whenever regions choose independently some tax or regulation policy (to promote competition or to
achieve some environmental, social or quality standards). This results in
severe loss for all if the taxed or regulated factor is very mobile. For example if international capital mobility is high, each region competes to attract
capital and this leads to a situation with little capital income taxation, even
if each region would like high capital taxation for public good provision and
redistribution reasons.1 Similarly, the increasing mobility of individuals can
limit the capacity of regions to redistribute from the rich to the poor as this
may drive out the rich and attract the poor. This ¯scal externality problem
is serious in the current EU context where the ongoing economic integration
decreases mobility costs.
The existing literature on the subject provides several solutions to this
problem. The most obvious solution (¯scal federalism) is the centralization of ¯scal policy. However, diversity of local preferences undermines the
case for centralization (see Oates, 1972), and it can even be argued that
centralization is not desirable at all when preferences are too heterogenous
(Pauly, 1973). Another solution (Pigovian corrective taxation), is to design
corrective schemes at the federal level that aim to internalize the ¯scal externalities that the local regions in°ict on each other in setting their ¯scal
policies. Examples of such corrective schemes are federal matching grants
to the payments to the poor made by regions and federal transfers to local
regions according to the number of poor residents (see e.g., Boadway and
Flatters, 1982; or Krelove, 1992).
The implementation of these mechanisms is obviously problematic (mostly
for informational reason) and has led some authors to propose a more decentralized solution.2 This solution, building on the seminal work of Myers
(1990), challenges the need for central government intervention. The idea
is that there exist Nash-equilibrium inter-regional transfers that can reach
the same outcome as central government intervention. Myers shows the ef1

A speci¯c but suggestive example of capital mobility is the use of transfer pricing by
BMW to escape the high corporation tax in Germany: in 1988, BMW reported 88% of
its pro¯ts in Germany, but by 1992, the proportion had fallen to only 5%.
2
See Piketty (1996) for a critical assessment of this pigovian corrective tax solution.
Consideration of asymmetric information between central and regional governments in the
design of grants from central government can be found in Bucovestky et al (1998) and
Lockwood (1999)
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¯ciency of inter-regional transfers in a representative agent economy with
perfect labour mobility and local public goods. The point is that interregional transfers can discourage migrations that depress wages. Hence,
voluntary inter-regional transfers would be made as part of an equilibrium
entry-deterrence behavior. An important caveat of this analysis is the assumption that individuals are identical which precludes the consideration
of any redistributive issues. Another key assumption is perfect labour mobility. Indeed, Wellish (1994) shows that central intervention may again be
needed if individuals are imperfectly mobile. (Mansoorian and Myers (1993)
however ¯nd that e±cient Nash-equilibrium interregional transfers can be
recovered with imperfect mobility if there is enough asymmetry between the
regions.)3
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the sustainability of inter-regional
transfers and the e®ect they have on the equilibrium level of redistribution
when the economy is populated by a large set of individuals who di®er in
their income level and their mobility. We concentrate on the strategic motive for inter-regional transfers and ignore the fact that they can also be
used to prevent wage depressing in-migrations (although we consider the
fact that migration of the poor can depress transfer payments) or to share
local risks. This paper starts from the assumption that each region abides de
facto to the free movement and equal treatment principles (i.e, unrestricted
mobility).4 Building on this assumption, we argue that redistribution at
the local level is possible without central government intervention and that
there exists (subgame perfect) Nash-equilibrium inter-regional transfers that
can reach the same outcome as ¯scal centralization. However there also exist (subgame perfect) Nash equilibria with only partial or no inter-regional
transfers at all.5
We develop a simple model to establish these results. The purpose of
this minimalist modelling approach is to make the logic behind the results
su±ciently clear to convince the reader of their validity in more general environments. Throughout we shall adopt the policy-based approach to ¯scal
competition games: this takes the policies of other regions as ¯xed, in con3
To be complete, we should also mention the bargaining solution to the ¯scal externality
problem. According to this solution governments should realize that ¯scal competition
results into an ine±ciency and should therefore directly cooperate. However, we believe
that imperfections in the bargaining process (in the form of imperfect information) and the
political opportunism of short-lived politicians will almost certainly prevent the emergence
of an e±cient solution.
4
This is consistent with for example the Treaty of Rome (articles 48 and 51), the U.S.
Constitution, the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedom (Constitution Act of 1982)
5
Besides internalizing inter-regional spillovers, inter-regional transfers can also be used
for insurance motive (see Lockwood (1999), Persson and Tabellini (1996a,b) for the optimal
design by a central government of inter-regional transfers.
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trast to the membership-based equilibrium which takes the memberships of
regions as ¯xed (see Caplin and Nalebu®, 1997). So in the policy-based
approach (like Epple and Romer, 1991), individuals move after the policy
choices are made while in the membership-based approach residential choices
precede policy choices.6 We suppose a ¯xed number of regions. Individuals
di®er both in their income and their preference for regional location. Each
region abides by the free movement and equal treatment principles (i.e.,
unrestricted mobility) and chooses its policy taking the policy of the other
as given. Intra-regional redistributive policies transfer resources (vertically)
from the rich residents to the poor residents. Inter-regional transfers transfer resources (horizontally) between regions. Both the rich and the poor are
mobile, but we also assume that they have preferences for location which
reduce their mobility. To keep the analysis tractable, we abstract from the
production side and assume that individuals have ¯xed income (no incentive e®ect). In this context adopting the membership based approach is
not interesting because setting policies after the residential choice are made
removes any ¯scal competition from the analysis.
The results of the analysis show that inter-regional transfer cannot be
sustained when transfer and redistributive policy are chosen simultaneously.
But observation of the EU (some ¯gures are given in Section 5) shows that
transfers are prominent.7 The analysis we o®er shows that transfers are supported through their strategic e®ects on the setting of redistributive taxes.
This result holds true even with regional asymmetries and can be interpreted
in two ways. Firstly, it can be treated as an explanation of why transfers
exist in the EU. The evidence we present shows that the pattern of transfers
in the EU across member states accords very closely with the predictions of
the model. Of course, this is not a formal test but it is suggestive none the
less. Secondly, the result can be taken as guidance on how a federal system
should determine its ¯scal a®airs. That is, if transfers are to be set through
negotiations, as they are in the EU, this is best done prior to the members
setting their tax rates. In this way, inter-regional transfers can be sustained
without recourse to a central authority.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the ¯scal competition game and the equilibrium concept used. Section 3 derives the symmetric equilibria of the game when inter-regional and intra-regional policies
are chosen simultaneously. Section 4 derives the symmetric equilibria when
6

See Hansen and Kessler (1998) for the membership-based approach to inter-regional
transfers. Paradoxicaly in their model, regional transfers promote regional inequality.
7
As for illustration, Hansen and Kessler (1998) report that the EU interstate transfer system, Regional Funds, represented about 1/4 of the total EU budget in 1993. In
Germany, inter-regional transfers organized through the Lander¯nanzausgleich system,
represented a total of 50 billion DM in 1996.
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inter-regional transfers are chosen before the intra-regional policies. Section
5 investigates the e®ects of regional asymmetries on the results and present
evidence on the pattern of transfers across EU member states. Section 6
concludes the paper.
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The Model

The model we use is adapted from Hindriks (1999). There are two exogenously given regions, called the West and East regions for sake of de¯niteness. We refer to the East region by the use of the superscript (*). The two
regions are symmetric in a sense we shall make precise shortly. Regional
asymmetries are introduced in Section 5. The population is divided into
two income groups and income is taken to be ¯xed. The two income levels
are normalized to 0 and 1. There is a continuum of poor individuals (whose
income is equal to 0) with a mass of n1 , and there is a continuum of rich individuals (whose income is equal to 1) with a mass of n2 . The relative mass
of rich individuals in the economy is denoted by ½ ´ nn21 . Of course rich and
poor groups are a metaphor to represent, respectively, the net contributors
and the net bene¯ciaries from the redistributive policy. Within each income
group, the preference for regional location can be described by a single taste
parameter x 2 [0; 1]. Those with low x prefer the West region, those with
high x prefer the East region and those in the middle are indi®erent. We
further make the simplifying (but innocuous) assumption that x is uniformly
distributed within each class (i.e., rich and poor).
The regions impose taxes T and T ¤ (with 0 · T; T ¤ · 1) on their
rich residents, and transfer fraction ® and ®¤ of their tax revenue to the
other region(with 0 · ®; ®¤ · 1=2); the rest is used to pay a transfer B
and B ¤ to their poor residents.8 Given the policy choices, each individual
freely joins the region that maximises his utility. Since there is a continuum
of individuals, we can avoid the so-called integer problem (see Wooders,
1978) due to the discontinuous jumps in the payo®s induced by individuals'
moves from one region to another. Each region is constrained to have a
balanced budget, so the set of feasible tax-transfer policies that each region
can a®ord to o®er depends on who they attract. Furthermore, who they
attract depends on their policy choices. Let z = (T; B; ®), z ¤ = (T ¤ ; B ¤ ; ®¤ ),
then each region selects a feasible policy
z 2 Z(S(z; z ¤ ))
Note that if both regions choose ® = ®¤ = 1=2 they will face the same tax base and
the ¯scal externality problem will disappear. Because of the symmetry between regions,
we ignore situations where some regions share more than one half of their tax revenue
while others share less than one half.
8
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z ¤ 2 Z(S ¤ (z; z ¤ ))
where fS(z; z ¤ ); S ¤ (z; z ¤ )g is the division of the population between the two
regions that will result from the policy pro¯le z; z ¤ , and Z is the set of taxtransfer policies that break even given the composition of the region.
Individuals care only about their net income and their location. The
payo® of a poor individual with preference x 2 [0; 1] is
U1 (z; z ¤ ; x) = B ¡ d1 x
in the West region
¤
¤
¤
U1 (z; z ; x) = B ¡ d1 (1 ¡ x) in the East region;
where d1 > 0 measures the degree of attachment to location of the poor.
So, a higher degree of attachment is akin to lower mobility. Each poor individual with x such that U1 (z; z ¤ ; x) ¸ U1¤ (z; z ¤ ; x) joins the West region.
The payo® of a rich individual with preference x 2 [0; 1] is
U2 (z; z ¤ ; x) = (1 ¡ T ) ¡ d2 x
in the West region
¤
¤
¤
U2 (z; z ; x) = (1 ¡ T ) ¡ d2 (1 ¡ x) in the East region;
where the parameter d2 > 0 measures the degree of attachment to location
of the rich. Each rich individual with preference x such that U2 (z; z ¤ ; x) ¸
U2¤ (z; z ¤ ; x) joins the West region. We shall assume that the degree of attachment is not too high (d2 < 1) so that regions are indeed competing to attract
the rich. Hence, d2 2 (0; 1). Note that their degree of attachment (and thus
their degree of mobility) can be di®erent from the poor. Let d = dd21 denote
the relative attachment of the rich or, equivalently, the relative mobility of
the poor. So if d < 1 the rich are less attached to location and thus more
mobile than the poor, and vice versa. Note that the model can accomodate
arbitrarily low mobility of the poor (by setting d1 su±ciently high).
Given these individual payo® functions, any policy con¯guration (z; z ¤ )
induces the following partition of the population between the two regions
S(z; z ¤ ) = £i=1;2 fx 2 [0; 1] : Ui (z; z ¤ ; x) ¸ Ui¤ (z; z ¤ ; x)g

S ¤ (z; z ¤ ) = £i=1;2 fx 2 [0; 1] : Ui (z; z ¤ ; x) < Ui¤ (z; z ¤ ; x)g:

The equilibrium concept is the non-cooperative Nash equilibrium. The
strategic variables are tax rates, (T; T ¤ ) 2 [0; 1]2 , and tax shares (®; ®¤ ) 2
[0; 1=2]2 . The bene¯t levels (B; B ¤ ) are adjusted automatically according
to the resulting migrations to maintain budget balance. Each region sets
its policy to maximize the income of its poor residents, given the policy
5

of the other region. Regions are fully aware of the migration e®ects of
their policy choices. Equilibrium is a ¯xed-point in which no individual
wishes to switch region, no region wishes to switch policy, and the budget
is balanced. We denote by B(T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ ) and B ¤ (T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ ) the transfer
levels in both regions that result from the tax pair (T; T ¤ ) and tax shares
(®; ®¤ ). Substituting these transfer functions into the payo® functions, we
obtain that for each strategy pro¯le (T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ ) and for each class i (with
i = 1; 2), there exists xi (T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ ) 2 [0; 1] such that all individuals in
class i with preference x · xi (T; T ¤ ®; ®¤ ) join the West region and all individuals in class i with preference x > xi (T; T ¤ ®; ®¤ ) join the East region. Hence, S(T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ ) = £i=1;2 fx 2 [0; 1] : x · xi (T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ )g and
S ¤ (T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ ) = £i=1;2 fx 2 [0; 1] : x > xi (T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ )g. Since x is uniformly distributed over [0; 1] among each class i (i = 1; 2), xi (T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ )
is also the percentage of individuals in class i who join the West region
and 1 ¡ xi (T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ ) is the percentage of individuals in class i who join
the East region. Therefore, the budget balance requirement in each region
reduces to
B(T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ ) = ½

(1 ¡ ®)T x2 (T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ ) + ®¤ T ¤ (1 ¡ x2 (T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ ))
x1 (T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ )
(1)

and,
(1 ¡ ®¤ )T ¤ (1 ¡ x2 (T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ )) + ®T x2 (T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ )
:
1 ¡ x1 (T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ )
(2)
This completes the description of the game. The game is symmetric, in
the sense that if T = T ¤ and ® = ®¤ then we have B = B ¤ and x1 (:) =
x2 (:) = 12 , that is, the rich and the poor are equally divided between the two
regions. We now derive the equilibria of this game. First we consider the
case where taxes and tax shares are chosen simultaneously and derive the
symmetric Nash equilibrium. Then we analyse the case where tax shares
are chosen before taxes and derive the symmetric Nash equilibrium. The
equilibrium concept is the same in both cases: (perfect) Nash equilibrium.
The games simply di®er in their timing. In the sequential game, regions have
a chance to choose their inter-regional transfers before taxes and , therefore,
to in°uence the tax stage.
B ¤ (T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ ) = ½
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Simultaneous taxes and inter-regional transfers

In the simultaneous move game, each region sets its tax and tax share taking
as given the policy choice of the other, anticipating correctly the induced
migration and the resulting transfer levels. Since the income of every poor
resident is increasing in the transfer level of his own jurisdiction, a good
6

candidate for equilibrium is the transfer maximising tax rate. Therefore,
given T ¤ and ®¤ , the West region solves
Max(®;T ) B(T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ )
where B(T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ ) is given by the budget balance requirement (1). To
solve this optimization problem, we ¯rst derive the migration response of
each class to a tax change. Since we look for a symmetric equilibrium, we
can reasonably ignore the corner problems and focus on interior migration
responses.
Given the policy choices (T ,T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ ), with T close to T ¤ and ® close to
the equilibrium migration of the rich is characterized by the marginal
individual with preference x = x2 (T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ ) who is indi®erent between
the two regions, so x = x2 (T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ ) solves
®¤ ,

(1 ¡ T ) ¡ d2 x = (1 ¡ T ¤ ) ¡ d2 (1 ¡ x)

(3)

This yields
x2 (T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ ) =

1 T¤ ¡ T
+
2
2d2

(4)

Since x2 (T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ ) is independent of (®; ®¤ ) we can write x2 (T; T ¤ ) =
x2 (T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ ). Therefore all the rich with x · x2 (T; T ¤ ) go to the West
region and all the rich with x > x2 (T; T ¤ ) go to the East region. Given
the uniform distribution, x2 (T; T ¤ ) determines also the fraction of the rich
who choose to reside in the West region. We verify that x2 (T; T ¤ ) = 1=2 for
T = T ¤ (due to the symmetry of the model) and that x2 (T; T ¤ ) is decreasing
in T and increasing in T ¤ . This re°ects the fact that the rich prefer to join
the region with a lower tax rate . The migration response of the rich to a
small tax change from T = T ¤ in the West region is
·

dx2 (T; T ¤ )
dT

¸

T =T ¤

=¡

1
2d2

(5)

Thus, the migration response of the rich to a marginal tax change is
decreasing with their attachment to location.
Given the policy choices (T ,T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ ) with T close to T ¤ and ® close to
¤
® the utility of the poor individual with preference x is
u1 (T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ ; x) = B(T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ ) ¡ d1 x in the West region
and
u¤1 (T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ ; x) = B ¤ (T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ ) ¡ d1 (1 ¡ x) in the East region.
7

The equilibrium migration of the poor is characterized by the marginal
individual with preference x = x1 (T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ )who is indi®erent between the
two regions. Using (1) and (2), x = x1 (T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ ) solves
·

¸

(1 ¡ ®)T x2 (T; T ¤ ) + ®¤ T ¤ (1 ¡ x2 (T; T ¤ ))
½
¡ d1 x =
x
·
¸
(1 ¡ ®¤ )T ¤ (1 ¡ x2 (T; T ¤ )) + ®T x2 (T; T ¤ )
½
¡ d1 (1 ¡ x):
1¡x

(6)

Given the uniform distribution, x = x1 (T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ ) determines also the
fraction of the poor who join the West region. Notice that the equilibrium
migration of the poor, x1 (T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ ) depends on the equilibrium migration
of the rich, x2 (T; T ¤ ).
Using the implicit function theorem together with (5) and the symmetry
of the model, we obtain
·

dx1
dT

¸

z=z ¤

³

(1 ¡ 2®) 1 ¡

=

2T
d2

2d1 + 4½T

´

½

(7)

It is worth noting that [dx1 (T; T ¤ )=dT ]z=z ¤ < 0 for T > d2 =2. The reason
is that when the rich are highly mobile (low d2 ), a tax increase induces so
many rich to leave that the poor ¯nd it pro¯table to chase them.
We are now in a position to characterize the equilibrium policy choices.
Given T ¤ and ®¤ , the West region solves
Max(T;®) B(T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ )
Di®erentiating B(T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ ) with respect to T around z = z ¤ and using
the symmetry of the model together with (5) and (7), we have
·

dB
dT

¸

z=z¤

µ

¶

µ

¶

½(1 ¡ ®)x2
(1 ¡ ®)T ¡ ®¤ T ¤ dx2
@B dx1
+½
+
x1
x1
dT
@x1 dT
!
Ã
½(1 ¡ 2®)(1 ¡ 2T
(1 ¡ 2®)T
d2 )
: (8)
= ½(1 ¡ ®) ¡ ½
¡ 2½T
d2
2d1 + 4½T

=

Simple calculation shows that
·

dB
dT

¸

> 0

:

= 0

:

< 0

:

z=z ¤

µ

¶µ

¶

1¡®
d2
1 ¡ 2®
1 ¡ ½d
µ
¶µ
¶
1¡®
d2
T =
1 ¡ 2®
1 ¡ ½d
µ
¶µ
¶
1¡®
d2
T >
;
1 ¡ 2®
1 ¡ ½d

T <

So a candidate tax equilibrium is
8

(9)

¤

T =T =

8 ³
<

1¡®
1¡2®

:

´³

d2
1¡½d

´

for d2 <

1 for d2 ¸

(1¡½d)(1¡2®)
1¡®
(1¡½d)(1¡2®)
1¡®

¤

Following the de¯nition of the candidate equilibrium, the tax pair T = T
is increasing with ® = ®¤ . This is because revenue sharing induces regions
to internalize the ¯scal externality. Indeed, from the above expression we
1
obtain that there exists a critical tax share a = 1 ¡
< 12 such that
d2
2¡ 1¡½d

¤

®¤

for any ® =
¸ a, T = T = 1, that is, the mobility problem is fully
neutralized by revenue sharing.
Thus inter-regional transfers are desirable as argued by most of the literature on ¯scal federalism and a central planner would organize them.9 The
question, now, is whether there can be made voluntarily by regions, that is,
whether there are sustainable as a Nash equilibrium.
Given the triple (T; T ¤ ; ®¤ ), di®erentiating B(T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ ) with respect
to ® around z = z ¤ , and using the symmetry of the model gives
·

dB
d®

¸

z=z ¤

µ

@B
¡½T x2
+
x1
@x1

¶µ

¶

dx1
=
d®
µ
¶
¡½T
= ¡½T ¡ (2½T )
2½T + d1
¶
µ
2½T
< 0:
= ¡½T 1 ¡
2½T + d1

(10)

For any d1 > 0 and any T = T ¤ 2 [0; 1], each region has an incentive to
reduce its revenue share. Hence we have
Proposition 1 Inter-regional transfers are not sustainable when set simultaneously with taxes. The unique symmetric Nash equilibrium is char¤
d2
(assuming an interior solution
acterized by ® = ®¤ = 0 and T = T = 1¡½d
for taxes).
It is impossible for one region to bene¯t from making transfers to another region in order to forestall migration or to limit its extent (unless the
poor are perfectly mobile such as in Myers, 1990). Regions can of course
use inter-regional transfers to prevent some poor to immigrate and depress
domestic bene¯t levels; but this e®ect is always dominated by the direct
cost of making inter-regional transfers. Then bene¯cial migration deterring cannot occur and because there are no local risks to share, voluntary
9

For a good review of the arguments, see Boadway and Flatters (1982) or more recently,
Inman and Rubinfeld (1996).
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inter-regional transfers would never be made.10 We now show that even in
this most unfavourable context voluntary inter-regional transfers can still
be used as a strategic device to a®ect future tax competition. To see that
we must consider a sequential game in which inter-regional transfers are set
(and observable) before taxes. In this situation each region can precommit
to share revenue so that the other region also chooses higher taxes. As we
shall see this strategic e®ect can make inter-regional transfers sustainable.

4

Strategic inter-regional transfers

In this section we assume that regions can commit to inter-regional transfers if they anticipate bene¯ting from them. This commitment capacity can
be due, for example, to some unmodelled repetition of the interaction between regions. This is also representative of the real world. In the EU, for
instance, transfers are set through negotiations and members are to some
extent committed to them prior to the setting of their tax rates.
We shall consider the following three-stage game:
stage 1: inter-regional transfer choice:®; ®¤
stage 2: tax choice :T (®; ®¤ ); T ¤ (®; ®¤ )
stage 3: residential choice :x1 (T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ ); x2 (T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ )

4.1

The poor are immobile

We ¯rst assume that d1 ! 1 so that the poor are e®ectively immobile and
x1 (:) = 1=2 for all policy choices.
We can now solve the game backwards. Given the policy choices (z; z ¤ )
the residential choice of the rich x2 (:) is as given in equation (4). Moving
backwards to stage 2, given T ¤ and the pair (®; ®¤ ), the tax choice of the
West region solves,
MaxT 2[0;1] B(T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ )

(11)

Using (1) and (4) the necessary FOC is
dB
dT

µ

¶

½(1 ¡ ®)x2
(1 ¡ ®)T ¡ ®¤ T ¤ dx2
=
+½
x1
x1
dT
µ
¶
T¤ ¡ T
½(1 ¡ ®)T
½®¤ T ¤
= ½(1 ¡ ®) 1 +
¡
+
= 0:
d2
d2
d2

(12)

10
Note that the famous transfer paradox according to which it might be possible for one
region to gain, in a welfare sense, from transferring resources to another region cannot
arise here because such transfers have no general equilibrium e®ects on the terms of trade
within the context of the model used here.
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Therefore the tax response function of the West region is
µ

d2
®¤
T (T ; ®; ® ) =
+ 1+
2
1¡®
¤

¤

¶

T¤
2

(13)

and by analogy
T ¤ (T ; ®; ®¤ ) =

µ

d2
®
+ 1+
2
1 ¡ ®¤

¶

T
2

(14)

The ¯gure below illustrates how inter-regional transfers shift the tax
response functions and lead to higher taxes.
[insert ¯gure 1]
Combining (13) and (14) gives the Nash equilibrium of the stage 2 tax
game,
T (®; ®¤ ) =

³

3+

4¡ 1+

and by analogy
¤

T (®; ®¤ ) =

³

³

³

It is easily checked that at ® = ®¤ ,
¤

T =T =

®¤
1¡®

3+

4¡ 1+
µ

®¤
1¡®

´

´³

1+

®
1¡®¤

®¤
1¡®

d2

´³

´

®
1¡®¤

´

(15)

´

(16)

d2

1+

®
1¡®¤

¶

1¡®
d2
1 ¡ 2®

(17)
¤

2
Therefore for any ® < 1¡d
2¡d2 we get an interior solution T = T < 1.
Proceeding backwards to the ¯rst stage, each region chooses its tax
share given the tax share of the other region, anticipating the resulting tax
¤
choices (T (®; ®¤ ) and T (®; ®¤ )), as well as the resulting migration of the
rich (x2 (T; T ¤ )) and transfer levels (B; B ¤ ). So given ®¤ , the West region
solves

Max®2[0; 1 ] B(®; ®¤ ) =
2

¤

½(1¡®)T (®;®¤ )x2 (:)+½®¤ T (®;®¤ )(1¡x2 (:))
x1

In deciding on its tax share ®, the West region must therefore consider
not only the direct e®ect of its tax share (that is, the direct cost of sharing
revenue, @B=@®),but also the strategic e®ect that arises through the induced
¤
change in its rival's tax behavior (that is, dT =d®). Formally, di®erentiating
B(®; ®¤ ) around ® = ®¤ and using the envelope theorem (@B=@T = 0)give
·

dB
d®

¸

®=®¤

·

¡½T (®; ®¤ )x2 (:)
@B
=
+
¤
x1
@T
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¸"

¤#

dT
d®

:

(18)

The ¯rst term on the right-hand side of (18) is the direct e®ect from
changing ®; the second term is the strategic e®ect that arises from the other
region's equilibrium response to the change in ®. Since
·

@B
¤
@T

¸

®=®¤

= ½® +

½(1 ¡ 2®)T
=½>0
d2

(19)
¤

the strategic e®ect on the West region's transfer is positive if dT =d® > 0.
By applying the implicit function theorem to (16) and using (17) we get
"

¤#

dT
d®

=
®=®¤

=

¡(2 ¡ ®)d2 + 4(1 ¡ ®)T
4(1 ¡ ®)2 ¡ 1

¤

(2(1 ¡ ®)2 + ®)(1 ¡ ®)d2
>0
(1 ¡ ®)(1 ¡ 2®)2 (3 ¡ 2®)

(20)

Plugging (19) and (20) into (18), we get after straightforward manipulations,
·

dB
d®

"

¸

#

µ

¶

2(1 ¡ ®)2 + ®
1¡®
=
¡ 1 ½d2
(1 ¡ ®)(1 ¡ 2®)(3 ¡ 2®)
1 ¡ 2®
¶
h
iµ
½d2
3
2
= 4® ¡ 10® + 8® ¡ 1
:
(1 ¡ 2®)2 (3 ¡ 2®)

®=®¤

(21)

Hence,there exists a critical value ®o = 0:15 such that
·

dB
d®

¸

®=®¤

< 0

:

® = ®¤ < ®o

= 0
> 0

:
:

® = ®¤ = ®o
® = ®¤ > ®o ;

The following ¯gure depicts the expression
® = ®¤ .

h

i

dB
d® ®=®¤

(22)
as a function of

[insert ¯gure 2]
Hence we have the following result,

Proposition 2 Suppose that the poor are immobile and regions set their
inter-regional transfers before setting taxes, then there exist three (perfect)
Nash equilibria with the following features:
¤
2
(A) E±cient inter-regional transfers: ® = ®¤ = 1¡d
2¡d2 and T = T = 1.
¤
(B) Partial inter-regional transfers: ® = ®¤ = 0:15 and T = T = 1:2 d2 .
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¤

(C) No inter-regional transfers: ® = ®¤ = 0 and T = T = d2 .
Inter-regional transfers bring both a direct cost (the cost of sharing your
tax revenue) and a strategic bene¯t in altering the tax competition in the
next stage. This strategic e®ect is however increasing with the level of interregional transfers, and there exists a critical level of interregional transfers
such that below this level the strategic e®ect is too small for inter-regional
tranfers to be made voluntarily. But if inter-regional transfers are high
enough, their strategic e®ect is high and they are self-sustaining. Note that
2
it cannot be pro¯table for regions to set their revenue share above 1¡d
2¡d2 as
taxes are already at a corner solution for this level of revenue sharing, and
more revenue sharing would bring about no strategic bene¯t but only the
direct cost. Note also that the interior solution for ® is independent of the
mobility of the rich d2 .

4.2

Mobility of the poor

The introduction of mobility of the poor brings with it a new channel
through which inter-regional transfers can a®ect regions. The allocation
of a larger tax share for the inter-regional transfer will cause the marginal
poor in a region to migrate. How this possibility a®ects the set of potential
equilibria will now be investigated. We continue to focus on symmetric equilibria. From Section 3 (in which the mobility of the poor is allowed) we know
that for any arbitrary ® = ®¤ 2 [0; 1=2], the symmetric tax equilibrium is
¤

T =T =

8 ³
<
:

1¡®
1¡2®

´³

d2
1¡½d

´

for d2 <

1 for d2 ¸

(1¡½d)(1¡2®)
1¡®
(1¡½d)(1¡2®)
1¡®

Therefore, the mobility of the poor (lower d1 which is akin to a higher
d = d2 =d1 ) mitigates tax competition between regions and leads to higher
taxes. This is because the poor chase the rich in equilibrium. If the poor
are mobile enough, then by chasing the rich they can fully neutralize the
e®ect of the mobility of the rich and thereby solve the ¯scal externality
problem.11 Hence, there is no need to use inter-regional transfers to alter
tax competition (no strategic bene¯t). On the other hand, if the poor are
not mobile enough, then inter-regional transfers can be used as a strategic
move to mitigate future tax competition. Voluntary inter-regional transfers
can thus be made only if the poor are not too mobile relative to the rich.
Formally, in setting its tax share ®, the West region must consider not
only the direct e®ect of its tax share (that is, the direct cost of sharing
It is easily seen from the equilibrium tax expression that for all ® = ®¤ 2 [0; 1=2],
¤
1
T = T = 1 for d1d+½
· d2 .
11

13

revenue, @B=@®),and the strategic e®ect that arise in altering its rival's tax
¤
behavior (that is, dT =d®), but also the migration e®ect (that is, dx1 =d®).
Therefore, di®erentiating B(®; ®¤ ) around ® = ®¤ and using the envelope
theorem (@B=@T = 0)gives
·

dB
d®

¸

®=®¤

=

µ

¡½T x2
@B
+
x1
@x1

= ¡½T

Ã

¶µ

dx1
d®

2½T
1¡
2½T + d1

!

¶

·

@B
+
¤
@T

·

@B
+
¤
@T

¸"

¸"

¤#

dT
d®

¤#

dT
d®

(23)

It follows that the migration of the poor reduces the direct cost of sharing
revenue. The mobility of the poor of course also a®ect the strategic e®ect
which can no longer be derived explicitely. To investigate the possible equilibria we now turn to numerical simulations. The results of the simulation
are given in Table 1. These describe the generic pattern of ¯ndings as d1 is
increased holding ½ = 1 and d2 = 0:5 constant.
[insert Table 1]
As can be seen from the Table, multiple equilibria arise for high values
of d1 (i.e., poor are not very mobile) and voluntary inter-regional transfers
can be made (i.e., ® > 0 is a Nash equilibrium). However, when the poor
are very mobile (i.e., for low values of d1 ) there is a unique equilibrium.
This involves no inter-regional transfers. This is because the poor are mobile enough to counteract the mobility of the rich and there is no gain from
using inter-regional transfers at all. Note that for all values of d1 , the equilibrium with no inter-regional transfers (® = 0) is sustained.
These results illustrate that the introduction of mobility of the poor
extends the previous analysis in a natural way. Proposition 2 has shown
that when the poor are completely immobile there are three (symmetric)
perfect Nash equilibria. This is also the case here when d1 is su±ciently
large. Hence multiple equilibria arise due to insu±cient mobility of the poor.
In contrast, when the poor are highly mobile there is a unique equilibrium
which involves no inter-regional transfers.

5

Regional asymmetries

In this section we bring in the possibility of regional asymmetries and analyze
how this a®ects the equilibrium outcome. The introduction of asymmetries
is important for both theoretical and empirical reasons. Theoretically they
are important because they are the main obstacle to the implementation of
the ¯scal federalism solution. It is indeed di±cult to believe that regional
14

authorities with di®erent preferences for taxation would agree to transfer
all the their ¯scal power to a central authority. Regional asymmetries are
also a reality and therefore must be introduced in the analysis if we want
to compare the predictions of the model with empirical evidence. We ¯rst
allow regions to di®er in their attractiveness (for some exogenous reasons).
Then we allow regions to di®er in their preferences for redistribution (say,
left-wing versus right-wing regions).

5.1

Di®erent attractiveness

Returning to the model of section 4.1, it is possible to explore the consequences of asymmetry in the attractiveness of the regions. To do this we
assume that the payo® for a rich individual with preference x 2 [0; 1] is given
by
in the West region
U2 (z; z ¤ ; x) = (1 ¡ T ) ¡ d2 x + ²
¤
¤
¤
U2 (z; z ; x) = (1 ¡ T ) ¡ d2 (1 ¡ x) in the East region;
If ² > 0 the West is more attractive and, other things equal, will be more
rich and populous in equilibrium. This asymmetry can be interpreted as location in the West providing a higher income or some non-pecuniary bene¯t
such as climate.
Using this payo® function, the division of the rich between the two regions is given by
1 T¤ ¡ T + ²
+
:
2
2d2

x2 (T; T ¤ ; ²) =

so x2 (:) > 1=2 when T = T ¤ . Proceeding backwards to stage 2, given
revenue sharing choices (®; ®¤ ), the tax response function of the West region
is
µ
¶ ¤
(1 + ²)d2
®¤
T
¤
¤
T (T ; ®; ® ) =
+ 1+
(24)
2
1¡® 2
and for the East region,
µ

d2
®
T (T ; ®; ® ) =
+ 1+
2
1 ¡ ®¤
¤

¤

¶

T
2

(25)

So di®erence in attractiveness provokes a parallel shifts in opposite directions of the tax responses (i.e., upwards shift for the more attractive region
and downwards shift of the tax response of the less attractive region). Equilibrium taxes are
T =

³

3+

®¤
1¡®

³

´

4¡ 1+

³

d2 + 1 ¡

®¤
1¡®
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´³

1+

®¤
1¡®

´

®
1¡®¤

²

´ ;

and
T¤ =

³

3+

®
1¡®¤

³

´

4¡ 1+

³

d2 ¡ 1 ¡

®¤
1¡®

´³

1+

®
1¡®¤
®
1¡®¤

´

²

´ :

It can be seen from these expressions that if the two regions shared their
revenue equally, so ® = ®¤ , the tax rate would be higher in the West.
Without symmetry, it is no longer possible to use the method of Section
4.1 to characterize the equilibria. However, it is clear that the two corner solutions of complete sharing and no sharing still remain. To ¯nd the
interior equilibrium, it is necessary to resort to numerical methods. Some
results from doing this are reported in Table 2. These show that as the West
becomes more attractive its revenue sharing falls but its tax rises. The reason is that the more attractive region can a®ord to tax more and so derive
less bene¯t from sharing revenue. The converse happens in the East. We
can also easily derive from Table 2, that the more attractive region transfers more to the less attractive region than it receives from it. Moreover
this net transfer is increasing with the di®erence in attractiveness. Interestingly enough, the more attractive region is also paying higher bene¯ts to its
poor residents. The greater the di®erence in attractiveness, the larger the
di®erence in bene¯ts levels.
[Insert Table 2]
It is interesting to compare these theoretical predictions with data from the
European Union (EU).12 Countries within the union pay an agreed share of
tax revenues to the centre and the aggregate revenue is then redistributed
to the member states. Interpreted in terms of our model, the EU is not at
a corner solution: revenue sharing occurs but much less than 1/2 of each
countries tax revenue. Therefore, we should relate the data to the comparative statics of the asymmetric interior equilibrium described in Table 2.
To do this, we use GDP/head in the member states as a measure of
attractiveness. In Table 3a this is graphed against revenue from direct taxes
as a proportion of GDP which we interpret as capturing the meaning of T .
The prediction of the model is that the tax rate should rise as GDP/head
rises. This is very clearly the pattern observed in Table 3a. Table 3b considers the revenue sharing aspect. In this table, GDP/head is graphed against
each member state's contribution to the EU budget as a proportion of its
total tax revenue. We interpret this to be ®. The prediction of the model
12

The sources for the data are: (1) 10th Annual Report of the Structural Funds Commission of the European Communities, 1999, COM(1999) 467 ¯nal; (2) O±cial Journal of the
European Communities, C349, vol.42, December 1999; (3) European Economy, European
commission Directorate-General for Economic and Financial A®airs, no.69, 1999.
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is that ® should fall as GDP/head rises. Once again, this is exactly what is
observed in the table.
While these results cannot prove that the model is correct, their agreement with the theoretical predictions is suggestive that something like the
mechanism we describe may be at work in the determination of EU policy.
This is clearly an issue worthy of further analysis.
[Insert Tables 3a and 3b]

5.2

Di®erent preference for redistribution

Regional di®erence in the redistribution motive would translate in di®erent
regional decision rules. Consider that the decision rule in the West is
Maxf®;T g B(T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ ) + ¸(1 ¡ T )
and in the East,
Maxf®¤ ;T ¤ g B ¤ (T; T ¤ ; ®; ®¤ ) + ¸¤ (1 ¡ T ¤ )

where ¸ and ¸¤ (with 0 · ¸; ¸¤ < 1) are the weights given to the income
of the rich in the West and East, respectively . If ¸ < ¸¤ , the West has a
stronger preference for redistribution and, other things equal, will tax more
in equilibrium. Obviously the division of the rich between the two regions is
only indirectly a®ected by this asymmetry through its e®ect on tax choices.
So, x2 = 1=2 whenever T = T ¤ . Given revenue shares (®; ®¤ ) the tax response function in the West is,
·

¸

µ

·

¸

µ

d2
d2 ¸
®¤
T (T ; ®; ® ) =
¡
+ 1+
2
2(1 ¡ ®)½
1¡®
¤

¤

¶

T¤
2

and in the East,

T ¤ (T ; ®; ®¤ ) =

d2
d2 ¸¤
®
¡
+ 1+
¤
2
2(1 ¡ ® )½
1 ¡ ®¤

¶

T
2

A lower redistribution motive in the East induces a parallel shift downwards of the tax response in the East, but also because of the strategic
complementarity in taxes, reduces tax rate in the West. This illustrates
how a Left-wing government competing with a Right-wing government may
have to cut its tax rate. It is also easily seen from these tax responses, that
if the two regions share their revenue equally, ® = ®¤ , the tax rate would be
higher in the West when ¸ < ¸¤ .
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Given the pair (¸; ¸¤ ), the Nash equilibrium in stage 2 subgame is
T (®; ®¤ ) =

³

³

3+

4¡ 1+

®¤
1¡®

®¤
1¡®

´

´³

d2

1+

®
1¡®¤

´¡

h

2¸d2
½(1¡®)

³

+

¸¤ d2
½(1¡®¤ )

´³

4¡ 1+

®¤
1¡®

2¸¤ d2
½(1¡®¤ )

¸d2
½(1¡®)

³

1+

1+

®¤
1¡®

®
1¡®¤

´i

´

(26)

and,
¤

T (®; ®¤ ) =

³

³

3+

4¡ 1+

®
1¡®¤

®¤
1¡®

´³

´

d2

1+

®
1¡®¤

´¡

h

³

+

4¡ 1+

®¤
1¡®

³

´³

1+

1+

®
1¡®¤

®
1¡®¤

´i

´

(27)
The ¯rst term of these two expressions is the same as in (15) and (16).
The second term re°ects the e®ect of asymmetric preference for redistribution.
To derive the optimal choices of revenue sharing we must resort to numerical method. The results are reported in Table 4. These results show
that the region who cares less about redistribution shares less revenue but
suprisingly taxes almost the same. Revenue sharing acts as a bu®er that
absorbs almost completely the di®erences in the preference for redistribution. As both regions care less about redistribution, they share more revenue
again with few e®ect on their tax rates. This may explain why in the EU
context, left-wing and right-wing governments can impose similar taxes but
choose very di®erent revenue shares. Tax harmonization can thus be reconciled with political disintegration if member states can negotiate di®erent
inter-regional transfers.
[Insert Table 4]

6

Conclusion

In this paper we have shown that inter-regional transfers are desirable and
can be sustained as a Nash equilibrium. Remarkably this is true irrespective
of regional asymmetries. It is also shown that the predictions of our model
¯t well with empirical evidence. In contrast to the existing literature, interregional transfers are not used to purchase the optimal population (like in
Myers, 1990) or for risk sharing (like in Lockwood, 1999) but rather because
of their strategic e®ects. In deciding on their inter-regional transfers, regions
can soften future tax competition. These strategic interregional transfers
of course are e®ective only if regions can credibly commit to them before
setting their taxes on the mobile factors. But since this strategic move
brings a better outcome to all regions (compared to the simultaneous game
without such strategic move), it is also well known that their credibility is
questionable. Therefore, an important issue to consider is how regions can
acquire this credibility.
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